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Minutes of the 

Annual General Meeting 

held on 

Monday 13th January 2020 

at 

Wokingham Cricket Club – Sadler’s Lane – Sindlesham – Wokingham 

 

PRESENT:  

 

Paul Bartlett, Rob Bartlett, Dick Bishop, Philip Cambray, James Codd, Dale 

Corstorphine, Chris Dozell, Ian Dummigan, Martin Garrard, Simon Giles, John 

Golding, David Hallé, Liz Halson, Roy Kinner, Carl Kneale, Kevin Lavender, Colin 

Mercer, Raj Patel, Steve Pitcock, Dennis Prior, Dan Reddyhough, Jon Shonk, Jon 

Simmons, Steve Theobald, Martin Vliestra, (Unintelligible), Gordon Whickman & 

Richard Wise 

APOLOGIES for ABSENCE: 

Apologies were received from David Brooks, Dave Cooper, Paul Craven, Bruce 

Duffett, Damien Hill, Darren Hill, Sue Jones, David Knight, Keith Machin, Peter 

O’Sullivan, John Reed, Alison Rushton, Mick Southerton, Simon Webb, Stuart 

West, Marian Whitehurst and Bob Woodmansee. 

MINUTES of the 2019 AGM   

The Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held on 14th January 2019 had 

previously been distributed via the BCOA Website.   

MATTERS ARISING 

 

Liz Halson mentioned/complained that her Scorers’ Officer report did not appear in 

the Minutes of the 2019 AGM. The Secretary apologised profusely and promised to 

do better next time! (Sec’s note: Liz’s report was subsequently added to the version 

on the BCOA website.) 

Simon Giles proposed that the Minutes of the 2019 AGM be accepted. Seconded by 

Martin Garrard. Approved unanimously. 
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REPORTS:  

Chairman - Rob Bartlett 

Rob welcomed everyone to the meeting, thanking them for turning out on a mid-

winter evening. 

Rob referred to the Agenda being shown on the ‘Laser Display Screen’ (Sec’s note; 

Aficionados of the BBC4 programme ‘I’m Sorry I Haven’t a Clue’ will understand!) 

which was no different from previous years ie:. Reports from Officers followed by 

the election of the three Officers who have served their three-year sentence and are 

up for renewal, plus the election of Lay Members onto the Committee.  

Rob started his report with an overview of the previous year with the detail being 

supplied by each Officer. 

In thanking the Committee, Officers and Lay Members for all their efforts over the 

previous year, Rob made particular mention of Gail (Bonnell) who, unfortunately 

for BCOA, had decided to stand down from the Committee. Rob also thanked the 

Members of the Training team and the Development team for all their great work in 

2019. Rob said that the BCOA teams have to continually adapt to new processes 

coming from the centre and they did so with tremendous commitment and 

patience. 

BCOA continue to be highly respected by ECBACO centre who last year chose us to 

pioneer the first on-line Stage 1 course in the country which was used to great 

benefit, particularly by Clubs in the Thames Valley Cricket League 

Rob went on to talk about the new ECB officiating strategy which had been 

published in the most recent ACO magazine. The background was that there had 

been a 14% drop in umpire appointments over the last 5 years and that only 25% 

of games have independent umpires appointed. 

The new strategy has the objective of increasing the number of umpires and scorers 

nationally by 60,000 and that such growth should come mainly from young people 

and women. The ECB, along with the ACO, have developed a CPA (County 

Partnership Agreement) where BCOA, along with our County Boards, develop plans 

to increase our numbers. These plans will be funded by the ECB. We have had 

initial meetings with Berkshire Cricket Board and have agreed on ideas to help 

facilitate this growth which we will now present to the centre. 

Moving on to our monthly meetings; again, thanks to the team for producing such 

a varied and interesting programme throughout the year. A lot of the programme, 

particularly at the start of the year, was rightly devoted to education and included 

many opportunities for us to share experiences and thoughts helping us all to 

develop. 

The programme also included presentations from two guest speakers, Ian Gould 

and John Barclay. (Sec’s note: When they’d found the venue!) Both were highly 

entertaining and educational but Rob expressed disappointment with the 
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attendance at both events. Rob asked if anyone had any ideas for subject matter at 

our 2020 meetings to please let him, Colin or a Committee Member know. 

Rob said there was some confusion in understanding the differences between 

Berkshire ACO and BCOA but Martin Garrard would talk in detail about them 

later. The top line is that our £32 Berkshire ACO fee goes to the centre and pays for 

insurance, the magazine, central staffing etc. The £15 BCOA annual subscription 

goes towards  running the organisation locally e.g. monthly meetings, room hire, 

equipment, training and development costs. If Members had any questions on this 

then they should ask Martin (Garrard). 

To conclude, Rob announced that agreement had been reached to increase the 

match fee for both umpires and scorers in 2020 to £45 minimum per game. 

Vice Chairman & Secretary – Colin Mercer 

 

Colin reported that eleven meetings had been held in 2019. (We do not ordinarily 

meet in December). The average attendance at Monthly Meetings was twenty-eight, 

just one down from 2018. One Member (Dick Bishop) had attended every meeting.  

The Committee had put together a varied programme with an attendance high of 

forty-two for the evening with Ian Gould. As Rob had mentioned, the turnout for 

the John Barclay evening was only twenty-nine which was disappointing. We broke 

with our normal meeting format in October when we had a showing of the film ‘The 

Edge’. Whilst it was a most enjoyable film, only nineteen turned up to watch it!  

GDPR was in ‘full flow’ and as far as he was aware Colin said that there were no 

issues and nobody got arrested for breaking the rules! 

Colin reported that the year of the Secretary mostly comprised organising meetings. 

sending emails to our Membership via WTU, getting Umpires’ Record Cards 

printed, etc. All somewhat mundane but necessary stuff. Quite enjoyable though! 

Treasurer – Carl Kneale 

Carl presented his report and ran through the numbers, explaining how the rebate 

system worked and how it was going to change in the coming year. Expenditure 

had been fairly flat through the year. The Ian Gould evening was paid for by the 

ECB and the fee for John Barclay was dinner and the sales revenue from his books! 

The cost of the umpires’ report cards and the new edition of Tom Smith’s was 

funded by the on-sale to Members. Carl was congratulated for all his hard work by 

Richard Wyatt and the Treasurer’s report was accepted unanimously by the 

members present.   

The Chairman highlighted the fact that there was ‘a bit of money’ in the pot and 

asked for suggestions as to how it could be spent. 
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Membership Services Officer – Martin Garrard 

Martin reported that there were 191 paid-up Members of Berkshire ACO of which 

97 were paid-up Members of BCOA. This number included umpires and scorers. 

Membership of ECBACO was mandatory and required a current DBS. The annual 

Membership fee was £32. Membership of BCOA cost £15 a year and this was being 

maintained for 2020. In response to a question from Paul Bartlett, Martin said that 

he doesn’t get a separate list as to who has a valid DBS and who does not. Rob 

recommended that Members checked their profile on Who’s The Umpire as DBS 

expiry dates were shown there. Martin said that he had not yet had notice from 

ECB ACO that the online DBS system is automatic – it should be confirmed in 

2020. 

Education Officer – Jon Simmons 

Jon reported that three tutors had delivered the education programme in the past 

year in addition to various assistants to whom he was grateful. Gail had now 

retired and Jon offered his thanks for all her help on the administration side of 

things. 

The training venue had moved from Henley CC to Hurst CC and Jon thanked 

Martin (Garrard) for arranging that. 

Jon also reported that a number of useful and interesting workshops had been run 

at our Monthly Meetings. 

The following courses were run in 2019:- 

• Stage 1 - Online - 30 enrolled - 24 completed the course (Pilot, TVL Umpires) 

• Stage 1 - 13th Jan  - 16 Attended 

• Stage 2 - 20th Jan  - 17 Attended 

• Stage 1 - 24th Feb  - 11 Attended 

• Stage 2  - 3rd March  - 20 Attended 

Appointments Officer – Raj Patel 

Raj reported that Berkshire ACO continues to break records! Almost 600 

appointments had been made during the 2019 season and he thanked all umpires 

who had made themselves available. A wide range of fixtures were available 

including ECB age-group games, a good standard of schools’ cricket and local 

competitions. 

There is now a full involvement in offering games at:- 

• The Oratory 

• Wellington College 

• Reading Blue Coat School  
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and in 2019 appointments were made to Windsor School, Reading and Eton. 

Raj said that more and more ‘wandering’ teams had asked for umpires and we had 

been happy to oblige. At regional level much work had been done on providing a 

clear pathway for aspiring umpires to progress. Berkshire ACO will be working 

hard to nominate umpires to the Regional Development Officer. 

 

Raj stressed that it is important that umpires made themselves available for as 

many fixtures as possible. He would be starting the appointments process over the 

next six to eight weeks (from the AGM). Raj reminded umpires to renew their BCOA 

Membership and update their availabilities on WTU. 

Referring to the partnership with Bucks ACO, Raj offered his thanks and said that 

it had been a good partnership and the two organisations had helped each other by 

covering fixtures as and when needed. 

Raj also thanked all the umpires who had made themselves available and also 

thanked his colleagues on the Management Committee who had continued to work 

hard in ensuring that Berkshire remained a leading ACO in the ECBACO structure. 

Raj concluded his report by thanking the Membership for their continuing support.  

In answering questions, Raj commented as follows:- 

Steve Pitcock The default position of the availability section of the WTU site is  

‘unavailable’ so umpires have to positively select ‘available’ where appropriate;  

Dan Reddyhough  I don’t pay too much attention to any list of those who decline 

appointments;  

Philip Cambray Rod Dye usually sent out a list asking officials to which grounds 

they would prefer not to be appointed but Raj was not planning to follow suit; 

Steve Pitcock  Yes; TVL fixtures are on the website. 

Scorer’s Officer – Liz Halson 

Liz reported that she had run a Club Scorers’ course. Three people attended. There 

are plans to run three regional courses covering Level 2, DLS and Linear scoring. 

Also on Level 1 PD, DLS updates, mentoring and appointments. Liz also said that 

there was  not a central system for appointments and that there were plenty of 

opportunities for budding scorers. 

 

Performance & Development Officer – John Golding 

John started his report by stating that education is open to all, whether ACO 

Members or not; that Accreditation is for those that want it – ideally those going on 

to a league panel – and that it was not a ticket to a level of game; that Grading was 

evidence of the level of league games in which an individual had stood. 

John reported that it had been a very challenging year due to the changes to the 

Accreditation system. Starting at the end of the season, 172 umpires needed 
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grading. Based on lessons from the previous year, all non-Panel Umpires were 

written to and asked for a list of their matches and then advised of their 

prospective grade. This, John said, was deemed a success as there were only three 

queries. 

In reiterating his comment about it having been a very challenging year, John went 

on to say that his job included the weekly monitoring of TVCL Captains’ marks, 

calculating averages and sorting queries. John said he also spent time liaising with 

Appointments. 

John reported that the new Accreditation system was all about performance on the 

field and not paperwork. There was also an on-line exam with a pass mark. The 

new system also covered the use of mentors, on-field & boundary observations, 

basic record-keeping and an ‘exit chat’. 

John went on to outline how things went during the year. For U2A (akin to the old 

Level 1A) ECBACO suggest it is a 2 to 3-year programme. BCOA had ten register 

out of which two were dropped as it was not really appropriate for them and three 

were accredited. The average pass mark in the exam was 90% compared with the 

national average of 85.3% 

For U3A (akin to the old Level 2) ECBACO suggest it is a 2 to 3-year programme. 

BCOA had ten register (for Level 2 that would have been 2-5). Out of these ten, five 

were accredited. The average pass mark in the exam was 89.6% compared with the 

national average of 85.7% 

John outlined some of the major challenges that were faced. With regards to Club 

Umpires there was the issue of being able to arrange for a Mentor to stand with 

them – particularly in TVCL or Leagues where we have no presence. John reported 

that this is not a problem that we, as a County, face alone. 

In terms of how Berkshire fared compared with other AVOs in our Region, John 

said that we were second out of seven in the Accreditation system having been 

beaten only by a first-class County. And we were ‘top of the league’ for expected 

sign-offs on U2A and U3A for the year. 

John concluded his report by saying that none of what had happened would have 

been possible without the significant amount of work, expertise and time spent on 

the part of Roy Kinner and Mick Southerton. John said that the Membership owed 

them a huge vote of thanks. 

Webmaster – John Golding 

John said that the website is designed to be the main point of information and it is, 

by nature, quite - maybe over - complex. John thanked Simon Giles for keeping the 

links to the competition regulations up to date. The number of visits to the website 

seemed to decrease year by year although it was interesting to see what it was used 

for and when. 

On the other hand, John said that the Facebook page usage was increasing (as 

would be expected) and was often used as a portal to the website. For example, 
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clicking on a Training Course event would take one to the website training page 

where registration on a course could be made. 

John made the point that the @berkscoa.co.uk email addresses needed to be 

continually administered and the workload to keep this all up to date was not 

unreasonable 

Also the website design software has not been manufactured for 12 months so we 

are on borrowed time in terms of support. It is also not mobile-friendly. 

John ended his report by saying that he would like someone to take over the 

webmaster rôle during the coming 12 months. 

Election of Officers 

Rob Bartlett, Raj Patel and Liz Halson had come to the end of their 3-year Term of 

Office. The Committee of BCOA had proposed that they were re-appointed for a 

further Term. The proposal was carried unanimously by those present. 

David Hallé and Gail Bonnell were at the end of their 1-year Term. Gail had decided 

to step down and the Committee had proposed that Simon Giles should be elected 

in her place and that David should be re-appointed for a further Term. Both 

proposals were carried unanimously by those present. 

No other Committee positions were due for re-election. All sitting Members were 

willing to remain in their respective posts.   

Any Other Business 

The Chairman said that he would send out a note asking for help in revamping the 

website.  

With regards to future Monthly Meetings, Dick Bishop suggested a refresher 

evening on the new Laws covering, perhaps, some of the more unusual ones! The 

Committee will discuss the suggestion.  

The question was also raised regarding a social event which the Committee would 

also discuss. 

There being no other business to discuss, the meeting closed at 21:15hrs. (Sec’s 

note: 2 minutes earlier than the previous year!) 

 


